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Experiments with an annular thermoacoustic engine employing quasiadiabatic interaction between
traveling acoustic waves and an inhomogeneously heated porous material indicate the presence of
a closed-loop mass flux. A qualitative modeling of the enthalpy flux in the thermoacoustic core
provides an opportunity to estimate the thermal convection associated with this mass flux, by using
temperature measurement at different positions in the system. The estimated acoustically induced
mass flux is in accordance with recent theoretical results. ©2003 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thermoacoustic~TA! interaction, the interaction be
tween acoustic waves and temperature oscillations, is a
nomenon developed in acoustic boundary layers near r
walls.1 The TA interaction occurring in acoustic resonato
subjected to inhomogeneous heating may become uns
and leads to the generation of acoustic oscillations.1 This
effect is enhanced by using the interaction between an in
mogeneously heated stack of solid plates placed in the r
nator and the gas oscillations for the transformation of th
mal energy into mechanical energy. The idea of a trave
wave annular TA engine was put forward more than 20 ye
ago.2 However, the first quasiadiabatic annular TA engi
was built only a few years ago.3 Recently, a closed-loop TA
engine which employed quasi-isothermal sound propaga
through the stack~Stirling cycle through the regenerato!
was reported.4 This experiment4 demonstrated that circula
tion of the gas is induced by the traveling wave in a T
Stirling engine. More recently, the presence of closed-lo
induced acoustic streaming has been reported in an ann
Stirling cooler driven by a TA regenerator~also called the
prime-mover stack in comparison with the cooler stack!.5

This closed-loop mass flux contributes to the enthalpy tra
port in annular devices, and should be suppressed in ord
increase the efficiency of a TA engine.4,5 The experiments
with externally induced mass flux~of nonacoustical nature!
through TA stack have been also reported.6,7 Acoustically
induced mass flux has been theoretically predicted in ann
Stirling engine.8 However, neither measurements nor es
mates of the acoustically induced streaming mass flux h
been reported in an annular acoustic resonator driven b
quasiadiabatic TA prime mover.

a!Electronic mail: stephane.job@univ-lemans.fr
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In the present paper, results of temperature meas
ments at some characteristic positions in the quasiadiab
stack driving an annular acoustic resonator are presen
both above and below the threshold for TA instability. It
demonstrated that, similarly to the case of a TA engine w
a quasi-isothermal stack,4 a closed-loop circulation of the ga
is excited in a quasiadiabatic stack. A simple theoreti
model provides an estimate of the acoustically induced m
flux. This value matches results from recently develop
theory.9 Theoretical estimation9 of closed-loop acoustic
streaming in annular TA devices can be very helpful,
example, to choose an appropriate working fluid that mi
mizes acoustically induced mass flux.

The annular TA engine under study is described in S
II and observations of some of acoustical and thermal p
nomena are presented. An experimental method to determ
the acoustically induced mass flux from temperature m
surements is presented in Sec. III. Measured values of
mass flux are compared to the available theoret
estimation9 and its improvement in Sec. IV before conclu
ing in Sec. V. Improvements of theoretical results presen
in Ref. 9 are exposed in the Appendix.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP: DESCRIPTION AND
OBSERVATIONS

The annular TA engine used in our experiments is p
sented in Fig. 1~a!. This resonator, which consists of a toru
shaped waveguide made of stainless-steel~AISI 316L! cylin-
drical pipes, is composed of two straight pipes~length 0.6 m!
and two curved pipes~curvature radius 0.14 m!. All pipes
have circular cross section~inner radiusr i.26.5 mm, outer
radius r o.30.1 mm, and wall thickness 3.6 mm! and the
total axial length of the waveguide isL.2.24 m. This wave-
guide is filled with air at ambient temperatureT0.293 K
113(4)/1892/8/$19.00 © 2003 Acoustical Society of America
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and atmospheric pressureP0.105 Pa. In the following, am-
bient condition is related to temperatureT0 and pressureP0 .

Under specific conditions1,2,10 presented below in more
detail, the TA interaction leads to the development of
instability, called the TA instability: an acoustic field can b
generated and sustained in the waveguide. Due to the an
geometry of the waveguide, the axial wave number of aco
tic oscillations is attempted to be close to axial resona
conditionskn.2np/L, wheren is a strictly positive integer.
Moreover, if the wave number is lower than the wave nu
ber of the first transversal mode (k051.84/r i), only plane
wave propagates in the cylindrical pipe. Considering dim
sions of the experimental setup, one can estimate that
first 24 (kn,k0 leads to n<24) axial resonance mode
propagate in plane wave. Experimentally, the measured
quency of acoustic oscillations is equal tof 1.152 Hz: it
corresponds to the first resonance modek152p f 1 /aC

.2p/L of the annular pipe, whereaC.340 m/s is the air
sound velocity at cold temperature, and acoustic oscillati
propagate in plane wave at this frequency.

Above the onset of the TA instability, the presence
acoustic oscillations also induces a mass flux which res
from various nonlinear processes.1,4,6–11This acoustically in-
duced mass flux produces a closed-loop circulation of the
around the annular waveguide that carries the enthalpy
forced thermal convection.

The TA interaction occurs near rigid walls inside acou
tic boundary layers.10 A ceramic porous material~lengthHS

.0.15 m!, made ofCordierite and usually used in catalyti
exhaust pipe, is placed in the waveguide. This ceram
called the stack, contains a multitude of square cross-sec
channels~characteristic transversal widthDS.0.9 mm, ap-
proximate wall thickness 0.1 mm! parallel to the waveguide

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic view of the annular TA engine (L.2.24 m! and the
two piezoresistive microphones~mic. 1 and mic. 2!. ~b! Enlarged view of
the TA core (2HS,x,HW , HS.0.15 m andHW.0.38 m! with the ce-
ramic stack (2HS,x,0) and five of the six temperature probes. Tempe
ture distribution is schematically represented in dashed line.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 4, Pt. 1, April 2003
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axis. The stack is used to increase locally the volume
boundary layer in the fluid. Considering that the therm
boundary layer (dk5A2k/v1.0.21 mm! is more than four
times smaller than the characteristic transversal widthDS ,
TA interaction employs a quasiadiabatic regime10 (k
.2.1 1025 m2/s is the thermal diffusivity in air at ambien
condition, andv152p f 1 is the angular frequency!.

A temperature difference is imposed between stack en
its left side (x52HS) is maintained at cold temperatur
TC5T0 and its right side (x50) is maintained at hot tem
peratureTH.TC . The origin of axial coordinatex is chosen
to be the position of hot temperatureTH , and the axial co-
ordinate is directed clockwise in Fig. 1~a!. Spatial extent of
the inhomogeneously heated part of the waveguide (0,x
,HW , whereHW.0.38 m! is controlled by imposing the
cold temperatureTC at the positionx5HW . The inhomoge-
neously heated region2HS,x,HW , presented in Fig. 1~b!,
is called the TA core. The heated region of the stack is
noted by the subscriptS, and the heated region of the wav
guide by the subscriptW.

Temperatures at cold positions (x52HS and x5HW)
are imposed by using two cold heat reservoirs~at cold tem-
peratureTC), which consist of two water-cooled coppe
shells set around the waveguide. Two cold heat exchan
made of copper wire grids~wire approximately 0.2 mm in
diameter and approximately 1 mm spaced! are placed in con-
tact with cold reservoirs perpendicularly to the wavegu
axis. One of the heat exchangers (x52HS) is in contact
with the stack. Copper grids, ensuring a uniform radial te
perature distribution in the cross section of the pipe, are
signed to achieve approximately the same character
transversal width as in the stack.

A hot heat reservoir~temperatureTH at position x
50), consisting of eight electrical cartridges~125 W each!
soldered in a stainless-steel block, is placed in contact w
external surface of the waveguide. The electrical powerQH

supplied to the hot heat reservoir is extracted by measu
electrical voltage and current supplied to the cartridges
hot heat exchanger is placed in contact with the stack
front of the hot heat reservoir, and firmly in contact wi
internal surface of the waveguide. The hot heat exchange
an appropriately coiled stainless-steel ribbon~width 2.5 cm
and thickness 10mm!. The distance between two adjace
walls in the hot heat exchanger, chosen to be close to
characteristic transversal width in the stack, is approxima
1 mm.

When an axial distribution of the mean temperatureTC

,Tm(x),TH of the fluid is imposed in the TA core (2HS

,x,HW), the TA interaction can be seen from a simplifie
point of view as the conversion of a part of the supplied h
in mechanical energy of acoustic oscillations.10 The TA in-
teraction mainly occurs in the stack. This interaction leads
the amplification of an acoustic wave traveling through t
stack in the direction of positive temperature gradient.1,2,10

When the ratioTH /TC of hot to cold temperature reaches th
threshold value (TH /TC) th.1.9, the TA amplification in the
stack compensates acoustic dissipation in the waveguide
the system becomes unstable. Any initial acoustical per
bation~noise for example! is first amplified at resonance fre

-

1893Job et al.: Streaming in thermoacoustic engines
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quency and then sustained in the waveguide. The thres
condition is achieved by applying an electrical load ofQth

.130 W.
Considering that acoustic oscillations propagate in pl

waves, the acoustic field can be expressed in the f
p(x,t)5Re@ p̃(x)e2 iv1t#, where

p̃~x!5@ p̃1~x0!e1 ikW~x2x0!1 p̃2~x0!e2 ikW~x2x0!# ~1!

is the acoustic pressure in frequency domain. The acou
wave numberkW , which takes into account dissipative an
dispersive effects in the cold part of the waveguide, is
fined as

kW.kC@11~11 i !c~dn /r !#. ~2!

In Eq. ~2!, kC5v1 /aC is the acoustic wave number a
cold temperature in absence of sound interaction with wa
dn5A2n/v1.0.17 mm is the viscous boundary layer,n
.1.5 1025 m2/s is the kinematic viscosity in air at ambie
condition, c5(1/2)@11(g21)/As#.0.74 is the Kir-
schoff’s constant,1,12 g.1.4 is the polytropic coefficient, an
s5n/k.0.71 is the Prandtl number of air.

Two piezoresistive PCB microphones placed atxm1

.0.95 m andxm2.1.53 m allow the measurement of th
acoustic field. Each microphone has been calibrated in ph
and in amplitude by comparison with a reference B&K m
crophone. By measuring acoustic pressure at two separ
positionsx5xm1 andx5xm2 , one can extract frequency o
acoustic oscillations and both contrapropagating wave c
plex amplitudesp̃1(x0) and p̃2(x0) anywhere in the cold
part of the waveguide (x0,2HS or x0.HW). Clockwise
and anticlockwise traveling waves amplitudesp̃1(2HS)
[p1 are then extracted as a function of heat suppliedQH .
As shown in Fig. 2~a!, the acoustic pressure amplitude i
creases when heat loadQH is increased above the TA insta
bility threshold condition. It is estimated that the amplitu
of the clockwise-traveling waveu p̃1u exceeds the amplitud
of the wave traveling in the opposite directionu p̃2u by more
than a factor of 2, as shown in Fig. 2~b!. However, the am-
plitude of the anticlockwise traveling wave is not complete
negligible. This can be explained by the fact that though o
the clockwise-traveling wave is amplified in the heat
stack,1,2,10 a significant part of this wave is reflected in th
system. Relative phasew(p2/p1)5w(p2)2w(p1) mea-
surements, also presented in Fig. 2~b!, confirm that the inter-
action between contrapropagating waves in the annular
resonator is not trivial: the acoustic field generated in
system is neither a standing wave nor a purely trave
wave acoustic field.3,5

Temperature measurements are obtained by using
thermocouples~1 mm in diameter type-K probes!. Five of
them are set in the TA core (x52HS , 2HS/2, 0, 2HW/3,
HW) on the axis of the waveguide as shown in Fig. 1~b!. The
two cold thermocouples (x52HS ,HW) are placed in con-
tact with the two cold heat exchangers outside the TA co
The hot temperature thermocouple (x50) measures the tem
perature at the center of the hot heat exchanger. The s
temperature probe~not shown in Fig. 1! controls that the
temperature far outside the TA core~in the cold part of the
waveguide! remains constant~i.e., at cold temperatureTC).
1894 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 4, Pt. 1, April 2003
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The six thermocouples used are provided from the sa
manufacturing series and are certified by the manufacture
has been checked that all thermocouples give the same
surement~within an error of less than 1 K! of the ambient
temperatureT0 . As a consequence, absolute temperat
measurement may be considered within an error of the o
of 1 K. Despite this accuracy, the relative error in absol
temperature measurements is overestimated to65%. In the
whole range of experiments, this relative error correspond
least to615 K ~at ambient temperatureT0) and at the most
to 630 K ~at the highest measured temperature!, which is
much greater than the usual accuracy of type-K probes~less
than 1 K!. This overestimation of the error in temperatu
measurement is introduced to take into account the lack
other sources of errors. For example, it is assumed in
following that the temperature does not depend on ra
coordinate, although it may vary in the cross section of
waveguide. In fact, this variation is less than or equal to
K,13 i.e., less than the considered relative error of65% in
temperature measurement.

Results of temperature measurements are presente
Fig. 3, below and above the onset of TA instability. As show
in Fig. 3~a!, where absolute temperature measurements
plotted as functions of the heat loadQH , it is first checked
that cold temperatureTC ~measured outside the TA core! and
cold exchangers temperaturesTm(2HS) and Tm(HW) ~not
shown in Fig. 3! remain constant and equal to ambient te
peratureT0 in the whole range of experiments. It is the
noted that below the threshold condition, hot temperat
TH , temperature measured atx52HS/2 ~in the stack!, and
temperature measured atx52HW/3 ~in the heated part of the
waveguide! increase whenQH increases. At the threshol

FIG. 2. ~a! Measured amplitudes of clockwise (p̃1) and anticlockwise (p̃2)
waves, plotted versus heat loadQH . ~b! Modulus and phase of the ratio
R(2HS)5 p̃2/ p̃1 plotted versus heat loadQH . Instability onset occurs at
QH.130 W.
Job et al.: Streaming in thermoacoustic engines
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condition, acoustical phenomena~i.e., acoustic waves an
acoustically induced mass flux! are generated: the therm
behavior of the system is modified. Above the thresho
temperatureTH remains approximately constant whereasQH

increases, and an evolution of the temperature profile in
TA core is observed. This demonstrates that there is a
nificant influence of streaming on temperature distributi
the thermal forced convection led by the acoustically
duced mass flux transports cold air from the cold part of
waveguide through the TA core.

Temperature profile evolution in the TA core is d
scribed in Fig. 3~b! by using a normalized temperature d
fined in the form

u~x!5@Tm~x!2TC#/@TH2TC#. ~3!

The latter quantityu(x) is also used in the thermal mod
presented in Sec. III. The normalized temperatureu(x) is
evaluated at characteristic positionsx52HS/2 and x
52HW/3 and plotted in Fig. 3~b! as a function of heat load
QH . The decreasing of the normalized temperatureu(x) at
x52HS/2 and its increasing atx52HW/3 indicate that a
mass flux carrying the enthalpy parallel to the wavegu
axis is induced above the threshold of the TA instabil
Moreover, the direction of the bend indicates that the m
flux is directed toward the clockwise direction. The fact th
the direction of the mass flux is the same as the direction
the amplified traveling wave is in accordance with availa
theoretical results for annular TA engines driven by quas
diabatic prime mover.9

FIG. 3. ~a! Absolute measured temperatures above and below the thres
condition for TA instability onset plotted vs heat loadQH . ~b! Normalized
temperaturesu(x)5@Tm(x)2TC#/@TH2TC# calculated from inset~a!. In
inset~a!, circles are hot temperature measurements (x50) and dots are cold
temperature measurements~far outside the TA core!. In inset ~a! and ~b!,
squares are temperatures measured inside the stack (x52HS/2) and tri-
angles are temperatures measured inside the heated part of the wave
(x52HW/3). Error bounds in temperature measurements are not show
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 4, Pt. 1, April 2003
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III. MASS FLUX MEASUREMENT

In order to measure the mass flux, the following qua
tative model of the axial temperature distribution in the T
core is proposed. The aim of this model is to provide
estimation of the order of magnitude of the acoustically
duced mass flux. It is not intended to ensure accurate qu
titative measurements. In the frame of this approach, sim
fying assumptions have been used. The tempera
distribution inside the cylindrical tube is assumed to be
dependent of the radial coordinate. This assumption has b
confirmed experimentally13 by using additional thermo-
couples~thinner and more sensitive than actual temperat
probes! in the radial direction of the stack. The temperatu
variation in the cross section is less than or equal to 3 K13

Neglecting radial contributions, the enthalpy flux can
written in the form

J52A]xTm1CPMTm , ~4!

where ]x[]/]x denotes the partialx derivative, CP.103

J/~kg K! the specific heat of air,M the mass flux~expressed
in kg/s! averaged over the cross section of the wavegu
and A a constant. The second term in the right-hand s
~r.h.s.! of Eq. ~4! takes into account the forced thermal co
vection due to the mass fluxM. The first term in the r.h.s. o
Eq. ~4! describes the thermal conduction, so the constanA
can be considered as an area scaled effective thermal
ductivity

A[kstp~r o
22r i

2!1kairfpr i
21kce~12f!pr i

2, ~5!

wherekst.16 W/~m K! at T.373 K andkst.25 W/~m K!
at T.973 K ~intermediate values are obtained using a line
fit!, kair.0.025 W/~m K!, andkce.1 W/~m K! are, respec-
tively, the thermal conductivities of steel, air, and ceramic.
the frame of our qualitative approach,CP , kair , andkce are
assumed to be temperature-independent constants. The
rosity ~the volume of fluid divided by the total volume of th
stack region! is taken equal tof.0.8 in the region2HS

,x,0 and tof51 in the region 0,x,HW .
The heat transfer from the external surface of the wa

guide to the surroundings is modeled by using the Newto
law of cooling:14

]xJ1h~Tm2TC!50, ~6!

where h is a phenomenological coefficient of heat trans
~mainly due to natural convection and radiation!. The first
term of the left-hand side~l.h.s.! of Eq. ~6! describes the
axial variation of the enthalpy flux caused by heat leakage
surroundings in radial direction~second term of l.h.s.!. Fi-
nally, substituting Eq.~4! into Eq. ~6!, an equation for the
temperature distribution is obtained

A]xx
2 u2CPM]xu2hu50, ~7!

whereu(x) is the normalized mean temperature of the flu
defined in Eq.~3!.

In order to find a tractable analytical solution, coef
cients in Eq.~7! ~which in fact all depend on temperature!
are approximated by their mean values, estimated at a c
acteristic temperatureTchar5(TH1TC)/2. In the frame of our
qualitative thermal model, coefficients in Eq.~7! are thus

ld

uide
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assumed to be independent of the local temperature and
sequently independent of the spatial coordinate. For an
posed temperatureTH , it is then straightforward to find the
solution ~depending on positionx and on parameterh and
M ) of the linear differential equation Eq.~7! with constant
coefficients. This solution satisfies the boundary conditio
u(x50)51, u(x52HS ,HW)50, both in the stack region
(2HS,x,0) and in the waveguide region (0,x,HW).
Consequently, if coefficientsA andh are known, mass fluxM
can be extracted by mapping the solution to Eq.~7! to tem-
perature measurements.

It is important to keep in mind that in the frame of o
one-dimensional thermal theory, the quantityM involved in
Eq. ~7! is the acoustically induced mass flux averaged o
the cross section of the waveguide. However, the mass
actually depends on the radial coordinate in the form o
parabolic laminar flow:9,15 M (r ).M (r 50)@12(r /r i)

2#.
Assuming the expected velocity of the streaming9 is of the
order of magnitude ofv;1022 m/s and using the therma
diffusivity of air (k.2.1 1025 m2/s!, the characteristic dis
tance of thermocouple sensitivity is of the order ofk/v;2
mm!r i . Temperature measurements atr 50 thus provide
the local measurementM (r 50) of the mass flux, and the
correct value of the mass flux averaged over the cross se
of the waveguide is equal toM (r 50)/2.

It is interesting to analyze the order of magnitude
involved thermal effects. First, the thermal conduction in
steel wall of the pipe@first term in the r.h.s. of Eq.~5!# is
approximately 100 times greater than thermal conduction
air or in ceramic stack@second and third terms in the r.h.s.
Eq. ~5!#. Second, in the whole range of our experiments
has been checked that thermal conduction@first term in the
l.h.s. of Eq.~7!# and heat leaks@third term in the l.h.s. of Eq.
~7!# are of the same order of magnitude. Third, above
threshold condition~when a mass flux is generated!, it has
been checked that the forced convection@second term in the
l.h.s. of Eq.~7!# is at least twice greater~for the minimum
value of the mass flux measured near the threshold co
tion! and at the most ten times greater~for the maximum
measured mass flux! than both other contributions@first or
third terms in the l.h.s. of Eq.~7!#. Thereby, forced therma
convection due to the mass fluxM is the dominant effect
described in Eq.~7!.

Although the mass flux depends on the radial coordin
~in the form of a parabolic laminar flow!, the enthalpy flux
carried by the forced thermal convection is only direct
toward the axial coordinate. Similarly, because of the h
thermal conductivity of steel, and because temperature
dients are only imposed in the axial direction, radial te
perature gradients in the wall of the pipe are weak. Entha
flux carried by thermal conduction in steel is negligible
the radial direction compared to its contribution in the ax
direction. Moreover, thermal conduction in air and in c
ramic is negligible both in the axial and in the radial dire
tion compared to axial thermal conduction in steel and th
mal forced convection in the gas. Finally, except for h
leaks from external surface of the waveguide to the s
roundings@Eq. ~6!#, thermal contributions in radial directio
1896 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 4, Pt. 1, April 2003
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do not have significant influence on temperature distribut
and can be neglected in Eq.~4!.

The following procedure is applied to evaluate the ma
flux M. First, phenomenological parametershS and hW are
measured. For this purpose, an absorbing partition is
stalled in the cold part of the waveguide in order to prev
the TA instability. Thus,M[0 and by mapping the solution
of Eq. ~7!, respectively, to the measured values of the te
perature atx52HS/2 andx52HW/2, values of coefficients
hS and hW are found as a function ofTchar. It appears that
both these coefficients weakly depend on the character
temperature. Orders of magnitude of these coefficients
hS;1.4 W/~m k! andhW;0.3 W/~m K! at ambient tempera
ture, and they vary no more than 10% in the whole range
our experiments. Second, the absorbing partition is remo
to allow the TA instability development. By mapping th
theoretical solution of Eq.~7! to the experimental tempera
ture measured atx52HW/3 above the threshold, and by u
ing previous measurements ofhW ~as a function ofTchar, i.e.,
as a function ofQH) the dependence of the mass fluxM on
the supplied heatQH can be extracted.

The mass fluxM and the coefficientshS and hW being
known, theoretical temperature distributions satisfying E
~7! can be evaluated. Two examples of theoretical fit of
axial temperature distribution are given in Fig. 4, whe
circles represent measured values. Solid line and dashed
in Fig. 4 represent mapped solutions of Eq.~7! to tempera-
tures, respectively, measured above and below the thres
condition for TA instability. The bending of the temperatu
curve above threshold condition indicates the presence o
mass flux carrying enthalpy parallel to the waveguide axis
a clockwise direction.

Finally, the use of mass flux measurements as func
of QH and the use of acoustic wave amplitude measurem
as functions ofQH ~see Fig. 2!, provide the dependence ofM
as a function ofu p̃1u, for example. The acoustically induce
mass flux per unit areaM /(pr i

2) ~mass fluxM normalized to
the cross-section areapr i

2 of the pipe! is plotted as a func-
tion of u p̃1u2 in Fig. 5, where circles are measured value
Error bounds in Fig. 5 correspond to minimal and maxim
values of the mass flux obtained from the latter mapp
process, when the65% relative error is applied to measure
values of all temperatures.

IV. MASS FLUX THEORETICAL PREDICTION

In a previous paper,9 a theory was proposed to predi
the acoustically induced mass flux in an annular TA engi
The purpose of this paper was to find the dominant phys
behavior of the acoustically induced mass flux. First,
stack was assumed to be acoustically thin~the dimensionless
parameterm[kCHS!1 was supposed to be small!. Second,
the porosity was set equal to one~f51!. From an experi-
mental point of view, these assumptions appear too c
straining~experimentally:m.0.42 andf.0.8!. In order to
take into account these experimental constraints, an impro
ment of the previous theory9 is proposed in the Appendix
Furthermore, another improvement should be conside
concerning the contribution of the anticlockwise traveli
Job et al.: Streaming in thermoacoustic engines
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wave. Although the measured ratio of contrapropagat
wavesuRu[u p̃2/ p̃1u.0.47 is not negligible, the influence o
the anticlockwise wave was not analyzed in the model
scribed in Ref. 9.

In accordance with the theory9 and the Appendix, terms
proportional to the thicknessm!1 of the stack are first ne
glected~porosityf.0.8 is taken into account!. The theoret-
ical expression for the acoustically induced mass flux
unit area can be derived in the form of Eq.~A14!

M0.Du p̃1u2. ~8!

From Eq.~8!, the predicted mass fluxM0 is proportional
to the square of acoustic pressure amplitude, where the
portionality coefficientD is given by

D5S 2/f

2.37D ~c1d/2!

12prCaC
3 S DS

dn
D S L

HS
D S b11

b21D
3

@~TH /TC!~b21!/221#

HS
21*2HS

0 dxTN
b11~x!

. ~9!

The density of air at cold temperature isrC.1.2 kg/m3.
The phenomenological parameterb.0.731,12 takes into ac-
count that kinematic viscosity and thermal diffusivity of a
depend on temperature:n}k}Tm

b11(x). The coefficientd
5(1/As)@2/(11b)/(11As)2(g21)#.0.28 is the Kram-
er’s constant.1,12

An improvement of the theory is achieved by consid
ing correction terms proportional to the thicknessm of the
stack. The mass flux is obtained in the form of Eq.~A17!

M1.~D1D8!u p̃1u2, ~10!

where the additional coefficientD8 is:

FIG. 4. Two examples of axial temperature distributionu(x) in the TA core,
below ~dashed lineQH.45 W! and above~solid line QH.323 W! the
threshold condition (Qth.130 W!. Curves are calculated using solution
Eq. ~7!, where constantA is known, coefficientshS andhW are determined
from temperature measurements below the onset~respectively, at x
52HS/2 andx52HW/3 when M50), and the mass fluxM is extracted
below the onset from temperature measurements atx52HW/3. Circles are
measured values, error bounds being not shown.
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D85S 2

2.37D ~322c!

6rCaC
3 S DS

dn
D *2HS

0 dxTN
@~b21!/2#~x!

*2HS

0 dxTN
b11~x!

. ~11!

Theoretical estimates of mass fluxesM0 and M1 are
plotted as functions ofu p̃1u2 and compared to measure
value in Fig. 5. Orders of magnitude of experimental a
theoretical estimates are in a satisfactory agreement, the
important finding being that the acoustically induced ma
flux dependence on acoustic wave amplitudeu p̃1u, which is
close to quadratic, has been experimentally demonstra
The lowest approximationM0 of the theoretical acoustically
induced mass flux appears to be insufficient to fit experim
tal data. In contrast, the improved theoretical predictionM1

obtained by considering correction terms proportional to
thickness of the stack is in a better agreement with exp
mental data. Nevertheless, the influence of the anticlockw
wave has been neglected: this can explain why the predi
mass fluxM1 is still slightly lower than the experimenta
finding at high acoustic pressure amplitude.

Thus, it can be concluded that the qualitative therm
model presented in this paper provides a reasonable exp
tion for the experimental observations. It should be me
tioned that in the region between the heat exchangers t
also exists additional acoustic streaming that does not c
tribute to the cross-sectional average mass flux but may
ticipate in the heat transport.4 Our experimental findings and
their interpretation demonstrate that in the system under c
sideration this additional acoustic streaming contribution
heat transfer between the heat exchangers is not signific
This correlates with our theoretical estimates based on
theory of the Rayleigh-type streaming.11,16 It is predicted
that, even though in our experiments the characteristic ve
ity of this streaming is of the order ofM /(pr i

2)/rC , the
enthalpy flux carried by this streaming is nevertheless at le

FIG. 5. Acoustically induced mass flux normalized to the cross section
the waveguideM /(pr i

2) plotted versus square of the clockwise travelin
wave measured amplitudeu p̃1u2. Circles with error bounds are estimate
values from temperature measurements. Lines are the theoretical estim
given in Sec. IV. The dashed line is the lowest approximationM 0 of the
mass flux induced by the clockwise acoustic wave. The solid line co
sponds to the improved approximationM1 of the acoustically induced mas
flux.
1897Job et al.: Streaming in thermoacoustic engines
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two orders of magnitude weaker than the one carried by
annular streaming. There are two reasons for this. First,
Rayleigh-type streaming velocity near the walls of the tu
and near the axis of the waveguide are in opposite directi
The enthalpy flux is significantly canceled in the cross s
tion and M50. Second, the measured radial temperat
gradients13 are estimated to be small in our experiments.

V. CONCLUSION

The acoustically induced mass flux in the annular th
moacoustic engine using quasiadiabatic stack, found to b
the range of 0.01 kg/~m2 s! to 0.05 kg/~m2 s!, matches recen
theoretical results9 and their improvements. This needs to
included in modeling annular thermoacoustic engines
should be taken into account in the optimization of therm
coustic devices.
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APPENDIX: IMPROVED THEORY OF ACOUSTIC
STREAMING IN ANNULAR THERMOACOUSTIC
ENGINES

According to recent theoretical results9 devoted to the
study of an annular TA engine driven by a stack compose
parallel plates, the acoustically induced mass flux is
pressed in terms of a density of streaming source divided
a hydrodynamic resistance. Dominant contributions of b
these quantities are due to the stack. For a stack compos
parallel plates spaced by the distanceDS , the acoustically
induced mass flux per unit area is given by

M.F E
2HS

0

dxs~x!G Y F ~2/DS!2E
2HS

0

dxnm~x!G , ~A1!

wherenm(x)}Tm
(b11)(x) is the kinematic viscosity at tem

peratureTm(x). The denominator represents the hydrod
namic resistance. The density of streaming sources(x) is
found by substituting Eq.~20! in Eq. ~17! of Ref. 9. In the
quasiadiabatic regime,f n.(11 i )@dn /DS# and DS@dn .
Considering terms proportional tou f nu, the density of stream
ing source is given by

s~x!5
1

6v2rm

Re@TN
21]xTNu]xp̃u21]xx

2 p̃]xp̃*

1kC
2 TN

21p̃]xp̃* ~123 f n* !#1o~ u f nu!, ~A2!

where TN[Tm /TC is a normalized temperature andrm

}1/TN is the density of the fluid. The quantityf n}Tm
(b11)/2

depends on the temperature and consequently on the pos
x. The dependence ofp̃(x), TN(x), rm(x), and f n(x) on x is
taken into account but has been omitted in Eq.~A2! to sim-
plify the expression.
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For a stack composed of square channels~transversal
width DS), the volume of the boundary layers in the quas
diabatic regime is approximately twice compared to a st
of parallel plates, and the hydrodynamic resistance is 2
greater.17 The mass flux per unit area induced in a stack
square channels is then

M square.~2/2.37!Mplates. ~A3!

It is now necessary to find the axial dependence of
acoustic fieldp̃(x). In the quasiadiabatic regime, the acou
tic wave propagation equation1,9,10,12is

]xx
2 p̃1@12~1/2!~b11!~2c1d! f n#TN

21]xTN]xp̃

1kC
2 TN

21~112c fn! p̃501o~ u f nu!, ~A4!

where c and d are, respectively, the Kirchhoff’s and th
Kramer’s constants.1,12 The acoustic field in the stack regio
is sought in the same way as in Ref. 12. Equation~A4! is
rewritten by neglecting contributions proportional tou f nu
!1, that is

]x@TN]xp̃#52kC
2 p̃1o~ u f nu0!. ~A5!

Equation~A5! is then integrated overx, leading to

TN~x!]xp̃~x!5TN~x0!]xp̃~x0!

2kC
2 E

x0

x

dx1p̃~x1!1o~ u f nu0!, ~A6!

and, once again, Eq.~A6! is integrated overx, giving

p̃~x!5 p̃~x0!1]xp̃~x0!E
x0

x

dx1

TN~x0!

TN~x1!

2kC
2 E

x0

x dx1

TN~x1!
E

x0

x1
dx2p̃~x2!1o~ u f nu0!. ~A7!

Choosingx0[2HS , the temperatureTN(x0) reduces to
TN(2HS)51. Each integration over2HS,x,0 introduces
a correction of the order ofm. The first integral in the r.h.s. o
Eq. ~A6! introduces a correction of the orderm, while the
first term of the r.h.s. is of the order ofm0. Equation~A7! is
an integral formulation of the differential Eq.~A4!. The first
term of the r.h.s. of Eq.~A7! corresponds to the order o
magnitudem0, the second one tom, and the last one tom2.
By substitutingp̃(x) in the r.h.s. withp̃(x0), Eq. ~A7! be-
comes a solution of Eq.~A4!, approximated at the orderm2.
Substituting Eq.~A4! in Eq. ~A2! leads to

s~x!5
1

6v2rC

Re@~1/2!~b11!~2c1d! f n]xTNu]xp̃u2

2kC
2 ~2c fn13 f n* !p̃]xp̃* #1o~ u f nu!. ~A8!

Using the quantityR[ p̃2(2HS)/ p̃1(2HS) and using
the lowest order of magnitude of Eqs.~1!, ~A6!, and ~A7!,
one can check that
Job et al.: Streaming in thermoacoustic engines
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2 p̃]xp̃*

]xTNu]xp̃u2
U;US 11R

12RD kCTN

]xTN
U;m. ~A9!

The second term in square brackets of Eq.~A8!, proportional
to the thicknessm!1 of the stack, represents a small corre
tion of the first one.

The porosityf,1 of the stack must now be considere
First, the hydrodynamic resistance of the stack increases
factor ~1/f!. The mass flux per unit area in the wavegui
region is then

M ~f,1!5fM ~f51!. ~A10!

Second, the acoustic pressurep̃(x) in the l.h.s. of Eqs.
~A6! and ~A7! represents the acoustic pressure inside
stack (2HS,x,0), and the quantity

TN~x!]xp̃~x!. ivrCṽ~x!1o~ u f nu0!, ~A11!

is proportional to the particle velocityṽ(x). Therefore, the
porosity of the stack induces a jump of the acoustic press
gradient at the extremity of the stack, the acoustic field be
measured atx52HS20 ~just outside the left side of the
stack!

]xp̃~2HS10!5~1/f!]xp̃~2HS20!. ~A12!

In Ref. 9, the stack is first assumed to be acoustic
thin ~m!1!: contributions proportional tom are neglected in
Eqs. ~A6!, ~A7!, and ~A8!. As a consequence, Eq.~A6! re-
duces to

TN~x!]xp̃~x!.~1/f!]xp̃~2HS!.~ ikC /f! p̃1~12R!,
~A13!

where the second line of Eq.~A13! has been derived usin
the expression of acoustic pressure defined in Eqs.~1! and
~2! ~neglecting terms proportional tou f nu). Finally, neglect-
ing the anticlockwise wave compared to the clockwise o
(uRu!1), the theoretical acoustically induced mass flux
nally becomes

M0.Du p̃1u2, ~A14!

where the coefficientD is given in Eq.~9!. The theoretical
mass fluxM0 correspond to the one given in Ref. 9, su
script 0 indicating that Eq.~A14! is the theoretical value a
the lowest order.

An improvement is derived by considering terms pr
portional to the lengthm of the stack, the anticlockwise wav
still being neglected (uRu!1). Acoustic field is expressed a
the necessary order of magnitude

p~x!. p̃1, ~A15!

TN~x!]xp̃~x!.~ ikC /f!p̃1, ~A16!

and the mass flux becomes
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M1.~D1D8!u p̃1u2, ~A17!

where the coefficientD8 is given in Eq.~11!. Subscript 1
indicates that Eq.~A17! corresponds to the improved theor

Concerning the contribution of the anticlockwise wav
it would be possible to obtain a better estimation of t
acoustically induced mass flux. Although this improveme
is tractable, it is beyond the scope of our qualitative a
proach. In fact, taking into account the anticlockwise wave
not trivial because the experimental value of the ratiouRu
.0.47 is close to the value of parametersm.0.42 andu f nu
.0.37. This further improvement might introduce inaccura
correction terms of the order of magnitude of neglec
terms u f nuuRu;u f nu2!u f nu in M0 and mu f nuuRu;u f nu3!u f nu
in M1 . More accurate expressions of the density of strea
ing sources and of the acoustic field need to be considere
least by taking into account for terms proportional tou f nu2,
respectively, in Eqs.~A2! and ~A4!.
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